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COCODRILO DOG - ABOUT US

ABOUT US
Cocodrilo Dog creates video 
games with exceptional 
creativity and quality, both 
from a technical and artistic 
standpoints.

We are licensed developers for 
Xbox One and PlayStation 4 
and Our studio has shipped 
multiple outstanding games of 
different visual styles that 
range from 2D cartoon to 2.5D 
painting to 3D games.

Our work has been 
internationally awarded 
multiple times and we look 
forward to continue creating 
extraordinary interactive 
content together with our 
clients and partners.



COCODRILO DOG - TORI

TORI
Cocodrilo Dog’s technology, TORI, is 
what sets our rhythm games apart 
from other music games. We don’t 
create abstract games about lines 
and dots with rhythmic patterns. We 
create heroes, worlds and stories 
that are perfectly merged with music 
dynamics like rhythm and tone.

Our technology processes audio 
synthesis and sampling, and provides 
an API to generate interactive 
behaviours related to music such as 
movement, beat matching, pitch 
matching, procedural generation of 
music, recording, etc. 

We can create any kind of 
music-related interactive content, 
including very well executed rhythm 
games and apps.



COCODRILO DOG - TORIMINECRAFT ED - A GREAT EXAMPLE OF OUR VISION



MINECRAFT ED - A NEW AFFORDABLE LEARNING TOOL



COCODRILO DOG - LEARNING MUSIC GOOD FOR SOCIETY

Please visit: https://musicaustralia.org.au/discover/music-education/

https://musicaustralia.org.au/discover/music-education/


OUR GAMES - MOANA: RHYTHM RUN



OUR GAMES - WHAT TEACHER SAID



COCODRILO DOG - MOANA: RHYTHM RUN



COCODRILO DOG - MOANA:RHYTHM RUN



COCODRILO DOG - CNN FEATURED MRR



COCODRILO DOG - AUDIO NINJA

AUDIO NINJA

Audio Ninja puts you in control 
of Ninjipu, a young ninja who is 
having some trouble finding 
his own path. But when he is 
given an awesome pair of 
headphones, he gains the 
power to defeat his enemies 
by following the rhythm.

It has been the #1 music game 
in 66 countries and the #1 
adventure game in 27 
countries in the Apple App 
Store. 

It was awarded as game of the 
year runner-up in Best of 2013 
selection of the App Store in 
Latin America and Spain.







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf_tQSYBnxU


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhzONefRpq4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhzONefRpq4


COCODRILO DOG - WHAT TEACHER SAID



COCODRILO DOG - BEAT BOY

Beat Boy (game in development)  is an autorunner 
platformer where player’s actions are related to 

different musical mechanics.
The game was one of the winners of the Games Beat 

2016 award.

https://venturebeat.com/2016/07/27/announcing-the-winners-of-the-gamesbeat-2016-developer-contest/


COCODRILO DOG - BOOM FIGHTERS

Boom Fighters is a music 3D platformer title where music, video 
games and designer toy style figures meet to create a fascinating 

universe full of craziness and fun.   





COCODRILO DOG - BOOM FIGHTERS

Players can play the game with MIDI instruments. They 
will  play the game not only for having fun by playing it 
but also to perform a very exciting music live show in 

front of their family and friends or even bigger audiences.



L E V E L    E D I T O R 

The level editor will allow players to create their own 
levels either with the characters, songs and 

environments that are included in the game or with 
additional ones purchased in the Blockchain Store.

Currently it is a tool for the game designers to work inside of Unity, but at some point we'll add a user interface in the game for the players to create their own levels. Players will be 
able to become game designers and share their levels for others to play, very similar to Mario Maker.

https://twitter.com/MiniBeatBoy/status/874070800206356481


M I D I   I N P U T

We tested the possibility to play the game with MIDI instruments. In 
the places where we have shown the game, people has gone crazy 

about it! The experience of playing the game goes beyond playing a 
video game and transforms into a musical spectacle.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-w7Bcpiu-4


GAMES FOR CLIENTS - RIFF VR INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

RIFFVR

A VR game of our client IMEX 
Media RIFF VR makes you the 
player in your own rock and 
roll world. REAL MUSIC with 
VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS. 

Choose from tracks by KISS, 
Poison, Lynryd Skynrd, Joe 
Walsh and many more. Play 
drums, or be the lead singer. 
Play for score or freeplay to 
the track. ROCK OUT!

Cocodrilo Dog is developing 
the guitar gameplay that new 
feature of the game will be 
released soon.



GAMES FOR CLIENTS - RIFF VR



GAMES FOR CLIENTS - RIFF VR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7LrGH2exKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7LrGH2exKc&t=18s


COCODRILO DOG - FIND US!

www.cocodrilodog.com
@CocodriloDog
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